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INTRODUCI’ION

The San Andrcs dolomite is a prolific oil producing formation extending over 8

large area of the Permian basin of west Texas and eastern New Mexico. Waterflooding is

typically used as a means of secondary recovery in the San Andres dolomite. One

problem with waterflooding in some oil fields producing from the San Andres formation

is flow anisotropy in reservoirs due to preferred flow along fmctums. If the locations and

orientations of major fractures in memoirs were known, waterfloods could be better

designed to use well configurations that would delay water breakthroughs and improve

recovery. Oil fielch of the San Antis dolomite typically have wells spaced uniformly at

400 m in a grid pat!cm parallel with section boundaries, Pressure interference testing is

often not successful because of the large well separation, and the density of wells is

insufficient to accurately infer flow direction from breakthrough patterns alone.

Microseismic monitoring is an alternative mthod for determining the Ioctttion nnd

prevalent orientations of fractures, Los Alamos has successfully used the method in

crystalline rock for mapping hydraulic fractures (Fehler et al,, 1987). The method relics

on the obsetwution thw micrucltrthquukes occur along fractures when stress is changed

along the fmcturcs by increused fluid pressure. By determining the locations of the

induced microcarthqunkes, some knowledge of the locations and oricntmions of the

dominant fluid paths cmt bc obtuined. If the method can be shown to be successful in thu

San Andres dolomite, it could be a useful tool for optimizing wutmfltxKIs in lhc ninny



fields throughout the Permian basin producing from the formation.

The focus of this study was to determine if microseismicity was detectable in the

San Andres formation at rates high enough to be practical for mapping fractures.

Microseismicity was monitored within the Chaveroo oil field during a pressurized

stimulation of a well and intermittently over the following 5-week period while a pilot

waterflood operation was underway. Figure 1 shows the well configuration in the

square-mile section of the Chaveroo oil field where the experiment took place. During

the pressurized stimulation three thousand bards of water were injected into well 34-10

over a S.S-hour pericxi. Subsequently the 4 pilot waterflood injection wells each took

about 200 to 250 bands of water per day under hydrostatic pressure (Figure 1), A single,

3-component, downhole seismometer was placed at the reservoir depth of 1280 m in well

34-7, located 400 m north of the stimulation well 34-10,

“MONITORING AND EVENT OCCURRENCE

Monitoring was intermittent over the total 5-week period, however,

microseismicity was detected during each monitoring period. Figure 2 shows the

monitoring time intervals and the number of events detected during each monitoring

period. Data were recorded on both analog tape and digital field recorders, The field

digital records provided an event-occumence count, but their frequency bandwidth was

too m-row for deterrnicing locations, Digitized analog records represented the signals’

full frequency bandwidth because a higher sample rate was used. A more sensitive

triggering algorithm was also used when digitizing the analog records, resultin: i,I the

detection of mom microearthqu(ikes over a given intcmal of time,

Li[tle microseismiciry WWIdetected during the pressurized stimulation. Most of

the micmeurthquukes were detected during norm] wnterflood production, The

histograms in Figure 2 show the number of events detected for which both the

con~pressionul- (P-wave) und sheur-wave (S-wuvc) phases could be identified,



Identification of both phases is required for locating events with a single seismometer.

For each event identified with both the P- and S-wave phases, there were 4 to 5 events

showing only a P-wave phase. Therefore, during normal waterflood production,

hundreds of events were sometimes detected within as little as a 12-hour period. In

principle, all events could be Imated if detected on a multi-station network of

seismometers.

MICROEARTHQUAKE LOCATIONS

Micrcwuthquake locations were determined using the hodogram technique where the

direction to an event is taken as the orientation of the major axis of the best fitting

ellipsoid to the particle motion (Matsumura, 1981). The distance to the event is

determined from the time difference between the P- and S-wave an ivals. From the

analog records 73 events could be reliably located, all of which occurred on the 19th and

23rd of June during waterflood production. Particle motions of the 3-component data

indicated that microseismicity was occurring at or near the depth of production (1300 m).

The location map shown in Figure 3, therefore, represents a plan view of

microe~hq{mke locations at F’cxiuction depth, Events were detected up to 1700 m from

the monitor well, but most were within 900 m. A distance of 900 m implies, in plinciplc,

that a 2.5 square-km area could be monitored from a single downhole seismometer

station, Linear features indicative of fracture patterns are not appment from the

microe~hquake locations,

CONCLUSIONS”

Microwismic monitoring shows promise of king J practical too] for mnpping

fractures in the St\n Andrwi dolomite in terms of the rate of microeurthqunke occurmncc

and the areal coveruge possible from IIsingle downhole seismometer. hdicrmurthq~]i~kcs

were detected during nornml wutcrfhxti production but monitoring wus not complclc



enough to correlate injectiordproduction activity with microseirnic event recurrence.

Constant monitoring time capability with at least 3 downhole seismometers is needed to

mom accurately locate events, and to reliably characterize seismic recumence in the field.

In addition, modeling pressure variations in the reservoir may help explain the

mechanism that produces the microetuthquakes. Data useful in modeling the pressure

variations could be from tracer experiments, pressure interference tests and individual

well production-injection volumes. Understanding the mechanism of producing the

microearthquakes should, in turn, PJ1OWthe comlation of the microseismicity with fluid

flow within the reservoir.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. General location map and well configuration of Section 34 of Murphy

Operating Corporation’s Haley Unit, Chaveroo oil field, New Mexico.

Figure 2. Number of microearthquakes detected from the analog tape per 12 hour

recording session (above), and the number of microearthquakes detected by the digital

field recorder per 40 hour recording session (below). Monitoring was intermittent. Gaps

between bars are when no data were recorded.

Figure 3, Microemhquake location map for events detected on June 19 and 23 shown

with the wells of section 34. The map represents a plan view of event locations at

production depth (1300 m). I=injector well, M=monitor .ell,
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